
I Am / Who Is

I am a Farmer.

I can grow chickens, 
eggs, or both on my 

farm. I might sell them 
on my own or I might 
work for a big chicken 

company.

Who is a Farmhand?

I am a Farmhand.

I work on a grower’s 
farm. I take care of the 
chickens. I make sure 
they have fresh food, 

clean water, and a safe 
place to live. I look out 
for birds who are hurt 
or sick. I might also 

gather eggs or catch 
chickens.

Who is a Security 
Guard?

I am a Security Guard.

I check the locks, 
fences, cameras, and 
alarms. I make sure 

that the farm is safe in 
an emergency. I have 

to stay calm.

Who is an Office 
Worker?

I am an Office Worker.

I greet visitors to the 
farm. I help people on 
the phone or email. 
I place orders for 

supplies. I pay bills. I 
make sure the business 

runs.

Who is an 
Accountant?

I am an Accountant.

I keep track of all of 
the money on the farm. 

I make sure the farm 
can pay its bills. I make 
sure the farm can pay 

its workers.

Who is a Marketing 
Specialist?

I am a Marketing 
Specialist.

I am a marketing 
specialist. I tell 

the farm’s story to 
customers. I make 

advertisements. I make 
the website look good. I 
find new customers for 

the farm.

Who is a Sales 
Manager?

I am a Sales Manager.

I am a sales manager. 
I keep records of how 
the chickens or eggs 
are growing. I work 
with customers who 
place orders. I work 
with veterinarians to 

keep our flock healthy 
so we can keep our 
customers happy.

Who is a Veterinarian?

I am a Veterinarian.

I make sure the 
chickens have the 

correct medicines and 
vaccines. I heal hurt or 
sick chickens. I make 
sure they are healthy.

Who is a Nutritionist?

Cut out the cards below and distribute to students as per the facilitator 
directions.
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I am a Nutritionist.

I make the recipes for 
the chickens’ food. I 

check that egg-laying 
chickens and meat 

chickens each get the 
right kind of food. I 

make sure they eat a 
healthy diet so they can 

grow properly.

Who is a Feed Mill 
Operator?

I am a Feed Mill 
Operator.

I make the food for the 
chickens to eat. I follow 
the nutritionist’s recipes 

so the birds get the 
right kinds of food.

Who is a Pullet 
Supervisor?

I am a Pullet 
Supervisor.

I keep records on each 
chicken’s health and 
growth. I keep track 

of how much food the 
chickens eat and how 
much water they drink. 
If they lay eggs, I keep 
track of how many eggs 
they lay. I schedule and 
train farmhands. I hold 

safety meetings.

Who is a Sanitation 
Worker?

I am a Sanitation 
Worker.

I make sure the farm 
is very clean. I wash 

the floors and surfaces 
to kill germs. I wear 
special clothes to 

protect me from any 
germs.

Who is an 
Environmental Health 

Specialist?

I am an Environmental 
Health Specialist.

I make sure the farm 
is safe for the people 

who work there. I 
keep records if people 
get hurt or sick. I test 
places on the farm to 
make sure there are 
not dangerous germs 
or chemicals. I teach 

workers about ways to 
stay safe at work.

Who is an Animal 
Welfare Officer?

I am a Animal Welfare 
Officer.

I make sure that the 
farm follows all the 
rules. I check birds 

for disease or injury. I 
make sure the chickens 
are cared for, healthy, 

and happy.

Who is an Agricultural 
Inspector?

I am an Agricultural 
Inspector.

I work for the 
government. I visit 
farms to make sure 

that all laws are being 
followed. I check all the 
records. I talk with the 
animal welfare officer. 
I make sure that the 
chicken or eggs are 

safe for people to eat.

Who is an Egg 
Grader?

I am an Egg Grader.

I grade eggs on their 
size and quality. I make 

sure there are not 
cracks or problems with 
the eggs. I keep careful 
records about the eggs. 

I make sure all rules 
are followed so the 

eggs are safe to eat.

Who is a Warehouse 
Worker?
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I am a Warehouse 
Worker.

I unload empty cartons 
from trucks or load full 
cartons onto trucks. I 
might help pack eggs, 

chickens, or chicks 
for customers. I might 
move supplies around 

the farm.

Who is a Delivery 
Driver?

I am a Delivery Driver.

I drive a big truck. I 
bring eggs or chickens 

from the farm to the 
customer.

Who is a Researcher?

I am a Researcher.

I study and test ideas. 
I am interested in 

making things better 
for chickens or chicken 

farms. I may work at 
the farm, for another 

business, in the 
government, or at a 

college. I learn for my 
job.

Who is an Extension 
Agent?

I am an Extension 
Agent.

I connect people and 
ideas. I help farmers 

and researchers learn. 
I help farmers get their 

chickens and eggs 
to customers. I help 

customers learn more 
about the farmers.

Who is a Farmer?
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